CATHOLIC FAITH AND CULTURE

Parents associated for 7 or more Years 23 responses

Kindergarten : 6 Year 1 : 4 Year 2 : 1 Stage 2 : 8 Middle School : 16

Catholic Faith and Culture

1. How do you rate your child’s spiritual growth?

Not Important Important 23

Please comment:

Often talks about spiritual issues at home
Extremely important – gives them a foundation to grow and learn
Its one of the reasons I’ve chosen the school – for Christian values
Not religious but find the morals taught through religion are important

2. The quality of the Religious Education Program at MSPP?

Satisfied : Not satisfied : 23

Comments:

Excellent and comprehensive

3. How regularly do you share ‘To know, worship and Love’ with your child?

Not at all 13 Regularly 2 When sent home as homework 7

Comments:

Hasn’t been home for a long time
Never comes home
Don’t have time

My kids love it so much they don’t want to take it back
3. Identify the values/virtues that are important to you and that you see reinforced at MSPP? Below is a list of regularly mentioned:

Value
Respect
Fairness
Honesty
Respect
Tolerance
Compassion
Trust
Discipline
Love
4. Comment on Pastoral care provided at MSPP

Philly Zambelli’s rosary bead making and teaching the prayer in class seems to be a successful way of building relationship and Mr Reynolds altar service training – I’m happy my children spend time with these good people

Excellent MSPP is a wonderful community where staff and students of all ages care for each other

Awesome
Excellent

Scott has done a fantastic job in the past and now Jade is doing a great job as RE co-ords.

Impressed by the care and dedication of all staff

Unsure

4. How satisfied are you with the Parish Sacramental Program?

Not Satisfied 1

Comments:

Not familiar

It should go back to the old way of when sacraments were made as I think the kids are too young and have trouble understanding

Excellent

Very good

It’s always a mystery to me

We aren’t Catholic

Can’t participate as not Catholic